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THE SIMPLE LIFE

AN ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPECTFUL
COUPLE CHOSE ARCHITECT LAURIE
ERICKSON TO HELP THEM BUILD THEIR
DREAM GETAWAY COMPOUND IN
OCCIDENTAL. BY JULIE CARLSON
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DENNIS ANDERSON
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The structure was kept simple
in deference to its surroundings,
but the architects added such
details as an outdoor shower
and garage doors that open a
workroom to the outdoors.
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ho hasn’t dreamed of living in a tree house? Usually such
dreams dissolve in a middle-aged blur of mortgages and
work and family obligations. But for Mike Bories and Justin
McKendry, a San Francisco couple with a clear-eyed vision,
reality never got in the way of fantasy. Both busy professionals—
corporate executive and anesthesiologist—the two had a shared
goal that involved weekends spent in a setting of spectacular
beauty, in an architecturally refined compound of uncompromising design, with frequent weekend visitors and eventual
retirement in the not-too-far-off future.
Perhaps it pays to stay focused. “We had very specific ideas
about our site requirements,” says Bories. “We wanted acreage
that included forest, open meadows and a sweeping ocean view.
We looked at 20 parcels of land up and down the coast, from San
Mateo County to Mendocino County.”
The site they settled on is located in Occidental, a west
Sonoma town that “is not on the way to anywhere, and is not
close to anything,” as Bories says. However, the town possesses
the charm of Point Reyes and the bohemian appeal of Bolinas,
making it a relatively undiscovered gem in Sonoma County.
Bories remembers his auspicious first viewing of the property. “The approach to the land is magnificent—you drive through
a swath of protected redwood forest, past a hillside vineyard and
up a private road until you finally reach the hilltop.” The couple felt an instant affinity for the lot, with its view of a wooded
valley and rolling green hills giving way to distant glimpses of
the Pacific. And the siting of the house immediately revealed
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Furnishings are a mix of old and new—a
wide, elegant sectional sofa from De La
Espada covered in leather, a rustic Mexican table fashioned from an old Mission
gate and spindle-back chairs bought at
a Butterfields auction by Bories.
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itself—on a gentle slope overlooking the valley, with a fringe of
Douglas firs to provide privacy from traffic on the main road.
Finding the land was only the first step, however. As any homebuilder knows, a successful project involves a mysterious alchemy
of hard-to-define interpersonal factors. A series of fortunate events
led the couple to their dream architectural team and contractor.
“We weren’t sure how to approach the architectural search,
so we randomly picked firms advertised in the Lavender Pages,
with the idea that we would interview each about how to proceed
with a selection process,” says Bories. “We spoke with a dozen
architects, and in the end we chose Laurie Erickson and Chet
Zebroski, the first architects we had contacted. They were the
most sensitive to our needs, and because of Laurie’s landscaping background at UC Berkeley, we knew they would understand our desire to respect the environment.” From the start, the
couple had a mission to minimize their impact on the land. “We
only cut down two trees during the construction,” says Bories.
“And the materials we used for the house are native whenever
possible—Douglas fir, redwood, California oak, cedar.”
The couple discovered Larry Horne, their highly esteemed,
perfectionist contractor, by another happy coincidence. On a
visit to a local nursery, they found themselves admiring a masterfully constructed, intricately designed trellis. “The owner overheard us and urged us to contact Larry, who had just earned his
contractor’s license and was opening a business,” says Bories.
The architects started the design process by assessing all
features of the site, from drainage issues to the angle of the sun at
different times of the year. “Because the house has a strong western exposure, we wanted to be certain that the porch overhangs
provided protection from the sun during the hottest months,”
says Erickson. Next, they turned their attention to rainwater
and runoff. “Site water is directed into an arroyo that carries
water alongside the house and will eventually feed a reservoir,”
says Erickson. “The roofs are designed to drain into a common
cistern, and eventually the owners will have the capacity to
capture 60,000 gallons of water a year.” This clever bit of engineering will also provide the homeowners with the means to fill
a lap pool and spa, which are part of the stage-two plan.
As for the living quarters, “We didn’t want a conventional
house,” Bories says. “On our travels, we had become intrigued
by the pavilion concept with freestanding outbuildings—we visited a beach resort in Zanzibar with a main lodge opening seamlessly to the outdoors. We wanted to recreate that feeling using a
Northern California vernacular.”
The architects accommodated this directive by referring
to the “local agricultural landscape,” according to Erickson.
“The main house is modeled after a classic barn structure—a
long, open-plan space with no divisions between the different
living areas.” For this central building, the architects devised a
living area opening onto generous, wraparound, 12-foot-wide
decks, a sybaritic spa bathroom, a stand-alone kitchen and a
cleverly concealed sleeping area opening onto a screened porch.
An outdoor staircase, accessed from the living area and sheltered
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The house’s lighting plan, designed by Randall
Whitehead, features recessed spots that highlight art, tabletops and flower arrangements,
adding depth and dimension to the space.
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Tall cabinets above the sink keep
pantry items out of sight, yet have the
appearance of a freestanding wall.
Waxed concrete floors throughout are
radiantly heated for warmth underfoot
and a cool, clean aesthetic overall.

by a cantilevered overhang, leads to the lower level. Downstairs,
two guest bedrooms are connected by a laundry area and a
spacious bathroom that contains an outdoor shower.
On the upper level, four 9-foot-wide doors fold back to dissolve the separation between indoors and outdoors. Downstairs,
eight-foot-wide roll-up “garage doors” serve the same purpose.
Adding to the indoor-outdoor atmosphere are two screened
sleeping porches and a generous outdoor shower tucked into
a niche on the lower level overlooking the valley. The tri-fold
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doors off the kitchen open onto a concrete patio area equipped
with a grill and kitchen prep area for outdoor cooking. In fact,
the exterior covered areas equal the interior square footage,
effectively doubling the living space.
A coolly contemporary aesthetic prevails, with waxed concrete floors on both levels, integrally colored plaster walls and
Douglas fir woodwork. The kitchen was mercilessly streamlined,
with all appliances concealed behind Douglas fir cabinetry, and
deep drawers designed to house pots, pans and other essentials.
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The concrete walkway that wraps around
the house is the architects’ answer to the
clients’ request for a wraparound porch.
The screened sleeping porch can be seen
in the background.
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Stained plywood chairs from
the homeowners’ furniture
collection flank the entryway to
the bedroom like sculptures.
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The bathroom features a long,
polished concrete trough sink,
sleek, wall-mounted fittings and
an industrial showerhead.

The house is designed with ease of upkeep in mind. To eliminate the need for dusting, the owners enacted a ban against any
sort of decorative moldings. A central vacuuming system rounds
out the low-maintenance interior plan. Exterior materials, too,
require next to no upkeep: concrete walls, redwood posts and
beams, cedar siding, stainless-steel railings, copper flashing.
Because the couple entertain frequently, the design team
called in lighting designer Randall Whitehead to wash the rooms
in discreet, flattering lighting that can be dimmed or intensified
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as needed. Whitehead focused his attention on defining four distinct areas within the cavernous open space—“islands of illumination,” as he says—using sconce fixtures and recessed lighting.
Stereo speakers are unobtrusively mounted in every room,
both inside and out. “After their housewarming party, as we were
leaving, we could hear the most beautiful opera music echoing
through the night,” says Erickson. Clearly, this couple has captured the essence of tree-house living—adding some important
refinements along the way, of course.
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The painting over the bed
in the master bedroom,
which is by Augusto Villalba,
echos the simple shape of
the clerestory windows.
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